Hello Everybody!
This “resources” page will be an arena for transcriptions and other educational materials that are
close to my heart. If you like anything here and would need any other assistance or even private
lessons then please contact me using the contact form.
Download and Enjoy!
July 2019:
The rhythmic concept of Jose Eduardo Gramani July 2019 part 1.
I was first introduced to Jose Eduardo Gramani’s rhythmic concepts by Dr. Marcelo Coelho in 2007
at an IASJ(International Schools of Jazz) conference in Siena, Italy. As a fellow educator, I was
looking for new concepts and perspectives to learn and share from my fantastic international
colleagues.
Marcelo’s comprehension, interpretation and presentation of a few of Gramani’s concepts of
rhythmic layering and polyrhythm were more than enough to inspire me to check it out. And, they
have remained as equally challenging and inspiring as the first day I learned them!!
Gramani(1944-1998) was a violinist, rabequista player(folk violinist), composer, educator and
musicologist who pioneered a rhythmic concept inspired by Stravinsky’s use of rhythm and who
was influenced by the Dalcrozian method of pedagogy. His teachings influenced many generations
of Brazilian musicians including Marcelo Coelho, Lupa Santiago, Felipe Salles and Rogerio Boccato.
Gramani’s first book is called “Ritmica”. His introduction is a MUST read and includes the keys to
understanding the material laid therein. It also shows one how to practice the material too.
The first cell that Gramani introduces is this:

The 12 bar exercise is grouped into three “four bar phrases”. In the 1st bar, we start off with an 8th
note and 16th note cell which subsequently is extended by one 16th note thus creating a 4 bar
phrase and building upon the original rhythmic cell. The next 4 bar phrase adds one 8th note to the
cell and then is extended by a 16th While the last phrase adds a further 8th note. Do you see it?
To make things even more comprehensible, one should subdivide this rhythm using 16th notes.
This makes things a bit easier to grasp. So, while you tap your foot in your favorite meter or 4/4(if
you like), clap the rhythm and sing the subdivision. Now try to execute the rhythm.
Then, instead of using any rhythmic syllable, we could employ the CARNATIC system of rhythmic
syllable.
TA= 1
TA-KA= 2
TA-KI-TA= 3
TA-KA-DI-MI= 4
TA-DI-GI-NA-THOM= 5
(Simplified Carnatic Syllables!)
Bar 1

Ta-Ka

Ta(then 2 taka, 3 takita, 4 takadimi)

Bar 5

Ta-ka

Ta-ka

Ta(then 2 taka, 3 takita, 4 takadimi)

Bar 9

Ta-ka

Ta-ka

Ta-ka

Ta(then 2 taka, 3 takita, 4 takadimi)

As you can see in this rhythmic exercise, we have a “cell” in the 1st bar that is being variated by
using repetition and extension thus creating polyrhythmic and the metric modulation(depending
upon your own creativity).
Besides its value as a rhythmic exercise, the exercise can also be employed as a melodic one too
which in turn puts more emphasis on not only rhythmic but melodic tension and release as well.
Since Gramani conveniently displayed his first exercise in a 12 bar form, why not try this rhythmic
idea out on a 12 bar blues form?
In the following PDF exercise, please notice the exact usage of the rhythmic exercise over a 12 bar
blues form. Keep in mind that this exerts certain tension and release both rhythmically and
melodically too. This might be too much for the listener to handle(?) That’s up to you!
Here’s some ideas to think about:
What would happen if we inserted rests?
What about the tempo?
What would happen if we expanded the values so that the rhythmic patterns would be in larger
values or even in triplets?
How does this exercise make you feel?
Have Fun!!
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